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Abstract

In this article we analyze the impact of natural gas prices on the power systems
of Mexico and the United States. We optimize both systems under three differ-
ent price scenarios and quantify the effect of each scenario on the structure of
the power mix, system costs, natural gas markets, and emissions. We develop
an integrated modeling framework by soft linking five different techno-economic
bottom-up models. Our results show that in the short-term, high natural gas
prices increase the use of carbon-intensive technologies, while in the long-run,
it favors electricity generation with renewable sources. Additionally, the effect
of low natural gas prices exhibits mixed and worth discussing results.
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1. Introduction1

The North American energy and power sectors are under constant change.2

New technologies, climate commitments, and geopolitical circumstances con-3

tinuously shape the structure of the energy mix and have significant impli-4

cations in terms of emissions, costs, and the overall structure of the energy5

market. Specifically, the integration of a large share of renewable energy and6

the low price of natural gas across the continent call for detailed assessments of7

how cross-national energy systems react to current technological circumstances.8

Particularly, the power sectors of in Mexico and the United States (U.S.) have9

experienced significant changes. The exploitation of unconventional reserves10

trapped in shale formations uncovered an unprecedented abundance of natural11

gas resources in the United States. This new availability of cheap natural gas12

increased its demand in the power and industrial sectors, changing the structure13

of the power mix across both countries. Another relevant effect is the integra-14

tion of the Mexican and American energy systems. Historically, energy trade15

between Mexico and the United States consisted of shipping Mexican crude oil16

to the United States, processing it, and then shipping it back to Mexico [1].17

However, in the last years, the natural gas market has gained enormous rele-18

vance: between 2005 and 2015, American exports to Mexico increased by more19

than six-hundred percent [1, 2].20

For the power sector, natural gas power plants are a flexible and cost-21

competitive alternative for base-load and peak power generation. The high22

availability of natural gas after the expansion of shale activities increased the23

production and number of natural gas facilities. This enhanced production al-24

lowed to switch off coal and fuel-oil technologies, resulting in a fast reduction of25

power-related emissions [3, 4]. The demand for natural gas in the power and in-26

dustrial sectors of the United States and Mexico is expected to continue growing27

because of the high availability of shale reservoirs in the south and northwest28

of the United States [5].29

The effect of natural gas prices on the costs, demand, and structure of the30
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power sector depends on several factors as the price, dispatchability, availabil-31

ity, and intertemporal efficiency of alternative energy carriers. In principle, it32

is challenging to have apriori assessments on the effect of different natural gas33

prices on the power system, as the temporal pathway of these factors is difficult34

to predict. For instance, high natural gas prices could increase the demand35

for carbon-intensive fossil fuels or for renewable technologies. The direction of36

the effect depends on the cross-technological elasticity of substitution across all37

energy carriers, which in turn depends on all previously mentioned factors. It38

is because of this high level of complexity on the interactions between natural39

gas prices and the power system that it becomes necessary to perform numeric40

approximations of the effect that different price levels could impose on the elec-41

tricity sector.42

This paper aims to analyze the effect of natural gas prices on the power43

systems of Mexico and the United States. To do so, we construct an integrated44

modeling framework by soft linking five different energy models: four techno-45

economic models of the power and energy sectors — ReEDS 2.0, GENeSYS-46

MOD, urbs-MX, and TIMES-MX-Regional— plus one long-term partial equi-47

librium model of the natural gas market — NANGAM. We optimize the power48

system of both countries under three different natural gas price scenarios: Ref-49

erence (’Reference’), Low Price (’Low Price’), High Price (’High Price’). Each50

model specifies the natural gas prices in the ’Reference’ case and adjusts them51

for the ’High Price’ and ’Low Price’ scenarios by changing their growth rate52

according to the price evolution of the high and low natural gas supply sce-53

narios of the American Energy Outlook (AEO) 2019 [6]. For each scenario, we54

analyze differences in the structure of the power sector, variations in the costs55

of the system, shifts to the infrastructure of natural gas markets, and changes56

in the emissions of the electric industry. Moreover, by integrating five different57

models, we offer a more detailed analysis of the effects and reduce the risk of58

having model-dependent results.59

Results show interesting insights. First, in the ’Reference’ case, all three60

techno-economic models used in the optimization — GeNESYS-MOD, ReEDS61
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2.0, and urbs-m — show a considerable reliance of the Mexican power system62

on solar, natural gas, and wind facilities. For the United States, the preferred63

technologies are Solar, Natural Gas, Coal, Wind, and Nuclear. When the prices64

increase, in the long term, the Mexican power system substitutes natural gas65

by solar and wind. For the United States, the natural gas demand also drops66

and is replaced by wind facilities. Concerning the short term effect of higher67

natural gas prices, all three models show that for both nations, the generation68

of electricity with coal increases. The long term effects of the ’Low Price’ sce-69

nario exhibit no significant variations in the structure of the Mexican power70

Mix, mostly because of the imposition of renewable quotas. For the United71

States, on the other hand, lower prices increase the demand of natural gas fa-72

cilities reducing the production of electric power with coal, wind, and solar. In73

the results section, we perform a detailed analysis of these effects on system74

emissions, sector costs, and natural gas markets.75

The development of natural gas markets and their relationship to the power76

system has produced a significant number of academic papers that have focused77

mainly on three essential aspects: the relationship between natural gas and elec-78

tricity infrastructure [7, 8, 9], the relationship between natural gas demand and79

distribution infrastructure [10, 11] and the contribution of natural gas electricity80

generation in the transition towards a low-carbon energy system [12, 13, 14].81

Zlotnik et al. [7] formulate some coordination scenarios and computational82

implementations as techniques for improving the optimization process in the in-83

tegration of both natural gas and power infrastructures. The authors conclude84

that it is imperative to analyze security and efficiency feasibility under condi-85

tions of high stress in these networks. Likewise, Diagoupis et al. [8] present a86

planning approach based on Monte Carlo sequential simulations to deal with a87

failure scenario in the supply of natural gas to the electric system. They analyze88

the possible impacts of failures and propose the construction of new natural gas89

storage facilities. Qiao et al. [9] explore the operation of the natural gas system90

in the presence of uncertainty in the generation of electricity by wind power.91

This article brings important conclusions about the relationship between the92
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whole power system and natural gas, anticipating the inherent instability of93

some primary inputs in the production of electricity.94

Regarding natural gas infrastructure, Touretzky et al. [10] demonstrate the95

superiority of a centralized operation strategy between the distributed genera-96

tion of natural gas and the electric grid. Nevertheless, they asses that without97

the assumption of a single entity that owns the distributed generation resources,98

this process could be quite challenging. In terms of infrastructure stock, the U.S.99

Department of Energy concluded that having a demand expansion for natural100

gas in the power sector will increase the need for the development of American101

interstate pipelines [11].102

Concerning the relation between natural gas and renewables, Mignone et al.103

[12] analyze the impact of Natural Gas Combined Cycle (NGCC) facilities on104

emissions abatement under scenarios that vary in the level of carbon prices.105

The authors find that none of the scenarios affect NGCC deployment before106

2030. However, McJeon et al. [13] show that the abundant use of natural gas107

in substitution of coal does not necessarily reduce CO2 emissions. According108

to these authors, there are two counteracting forces: a substitution and a scale109

effect. In an article published in Nature, Davis and Shearer [14] refer to this110

paper and motivate further studies which evaluate the strategic use of natural111

gas to complement the use of renewable energy technologies.112

This paper contributes to the current literature in several ways. First, it is113

the first article analyzing the effect of natural gas price shifts in the structure and114

costs of the power mix across the United States and Mexico. Second, it develops115

insights regarding the impact of these prices on power-sector emissions of carbon116

dioxide, and third, it analyzes the consequences of different price structures on117

the cross-national infrastructure of natural gas between both countries.118

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a general119

overview of natural gas and electricity markets in Mexico and the U.S. Section 3120

explains the integrated modeling framework used in this study. It starts with a121

short description of the five energy models, followed by the model coupling ap-122

proach and scenario design. Section 4 presents and discusses the results of elec-123
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tricity demand, natural gas consumption, natural gas infrastructure, electricity124

generation mix, and CO2-emissions for the three natural gas price scenarios.125

Finally, Section 5 wraps up essential findings and contributions.126

2. Background127

2.1. The U.S. natural gas market128

During the past two decades, the production of natural gas in the United129

States experienced a sudden transformation. Fracking and horizontal drilling130

technologies paved the way to the competitive extraction of unconventional131

reservoirs trapped in shale formations by injecting high volumes of water, sand,132

and additional chemicals into the ground. Just in 2018, the U.S. production of133

natural gas reached 101.3 billion cubic feet per day: an 11% increase concerning134

2017 [15]. Figure 1(a) shows the monthly production of natural gas in the U.S.135

between 2000 and 2019. The plot shows the constant and steady increase in136

production, consequence of the use of unconventional reserves. For example,137

between 2000 and 2017, the extraction of natural gas grew by an astonishing138

39.7% [16], driven to a great extent by the discovery of cheap shale gas in139

Pennsylvania [17] and the shift of the power sector toward cleaner fossil-fuel140

technologies.141

The new abundance of natural gas pushed down the Henry Hub spot price142

from $4.31 in the year 2000 to $2.82 in 2019 (see figure 1(b)). Furthermore,143

natural gas production is projected to continue growing, the AEO 2019 points144

towards a ’Reference’ case in which natural gas production steadily grows from145

29.57 trillion cubic feet in 2017 to 43.41 in 2050 (see figure 1(c)). Additionally,146

the International Energy Agency [4] estimates that natural gas will continue to147

play a decisive role in the power mix of Mexico and the United States. Figure148

1(d) plots the IEA assessment of power generation between 2017 and 2040. Both149

Mexico and the United States will keep relying on natural gas for the production150

of electric power.151
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(a) Monthly production of natural gas [16] (b) Henry Hub gas price [18]

(c) Projections of natural gas productio [6] (d) Power sector primary energy mix in
Mexico and the U.S. between 2017 and 2040
[4]

Figure 1: Statistics on the U.S. natural gas sector

Note: Acronym clarification: Monthly billion cubic feet (Mmcf), Yearly billion cubic feet
(Ybcf), Billion british terman units (Bbtu)

2.2. The Mexican natural gas market152

Although Mexico ranks 6th among the top 10 countries with technically153

recoverable shale gas [19], the production of natural gas has been consistently154

decreasing since 2010. Figure 2(a) shows the production of natural gas in Mexico155

between 2002 and 2017. The production of natural gas consistently increases un-156

til reaching its peak in 2009. After this year the trend reverses, and production157

drops from 2,390 to 1,518 petajoules in an eight years period.1 Furthermore,158

figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the linear increment in the demand for natural gas in159

the Mexican power and industrial sectors. These demand-side pressures, along-160

1In 2013, the Mexican energy reform allowed for the first time in almost a century the
participation of private entities in the production of natural gas. Allowing private involvement
in the sector has the goal to revert the continuous plummeting of natural gas production in
the country. The Mexico Energy Outlook (2016) [4] estimates a ramp-up of production by
the late 2020s due to the reform, putting additional uncertainty to the prices of natural gas
across the region.
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side the previously mentioned drops in national supply, increased the exports161

of American natural gas to Mexico. Figure 2(b) shows the increase in natural162

gas trade flows between the two countries for the period 1990-2019. This plot163

illustrates the high dependence of the Mexican energy system on U.S. natural164

gas exports.165

(a) Production of natural gas [20] (b) Historic trade of natural gas between the
U.S. and Mexico [21]

(c) Natural gas demand in the industrial
sector [20]

(d) Natural gas demand in the power sector
[20]

Figure 2: Statistics on the Mexican natural gas sector

Note: Acronym clarification: Petajoules (PJ)

In Mexico, the price of natural gas has traditionally been linked to gas166

price references in Southwest USA, such as the Houston Ship Channel and167

Henry Hub gas prices. The Mexican natural gas pipeline system is physically168

linked to the U.S. precisely in the Southwest Texas region. Therefore, given the169

physical nature of natural gas, the price of gas in the Southwest U.S. provides170

the opportunity cost of Mexican natural gas, mainly produced in Southeast171

Mexico as a byproduct of oil extraction. In fact, for more than two decades172

(from 1996 to 2017), the price of natural gas produced by the state-owned173

monopoly firm, PEMEX, was linked to the price at the Houston Ship Channel174
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hub through a netback formula. The price of gas in Ciudad Pemex, Tabasco175

(Southeast Mexico) was then equal to the price at Houston plus transport costs176

from Houston to the arbitrage point at Los Ramones, Nuevo León (Northeast177

Mexico) minus transport costs from the arbitrage point to Ciudad Pemex.178

In a series of papers, Brito and Rosellón explain the economic fundamentals179

of such a natural-gas price regulation [22]. They show that the netback formula180

was an application of the Little-Mirrlees principle [23] and relied on the fact181

that the Houston hub had a liquid market of future contracts to hedge against182

externalities. The formula, however, could also lead to incentives to increase183

the price of domestic natural gas by diverting production from the regulated184

market. PEMEX could sell gas to its subsidiaries or reduce its production in185

order to bring the arbitrage point south and increase the price of domestic186

natural gas. This shortages in domestic gas production in part explain the187

continuing increasing trend of natural gas imports.188

2.3. The role of natural gas in the Mexico and U.S. power sectors189

Price shifts of natural gas have noticeable impacts on the power mix of both190

countries. Currently, low prices are increasing its usage for power generation191

and reducing the share of other technologies in the power mix [24]. For the192

U.S., electricity generation from natural gas grew from 897 to 1296 terawatt-193

hours [TWh] between 2007 and 2017 [6]. For Mexico, only in combined-cycle194

gas-turbine power plants, power generation2 increased from 101 to almost 129195

TWh for the same time-period [20].196

Figure 3 shows, for each techno-economic model, the power mix of Mexico197

and the United States for the reference year 2015. Both power systems show a198

marked reliance on natural gas capacity. For the U.S., natural gas capacity rep-199

resents 36.8% of the total installed capacity, followed by coal 27.2% and nuclear200

9.6%. Similarly, for Mexico, the share of natural gas capacity is, on average,201

44.9%. Even more, Sarmiento et al. [25] estimate that even without attaining202

2Includes the electricity generation from the state-owned electric utility CFE and inde-
pendent power producers. Other generation modalities, such as self-supply, are not considered
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climate goals, the 2050 natural gas capacity-share in Mexico will remain around203

40%. The International Energy Agency expects this share to be close to 46% in204

the U.S. [3, 4].205

(a) Mexico (b) United States

Figure 3: Technological share in the power mix

3. Methodology206

This study uses an integrated model assessment to analyze how different207

paths for the evolution of natural gas prices can change the power system and208

natural gas sectors of Mexico and the United States. For this, the proposed209

modeling framework integrates five different energy models: three of them of210

the power sector (GENeSYS-MOD, ReEDS 2.0, and urbs-MX), one model of211

the North American natural gas market, and one model of the Mexican energy212

system TIMES-MX-Regional. Three different scenarios for natural gas prices213

are evaluated and compared. The integration approach, as well as a short214

description of the five models and the scenario design, are presented in the215

following subsections.216

3.1. Model integration217

We divide the loose integration (soft link) of the five models into three steps.218

Figure 4 shows the particularities of this integration.219
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Figure 4: Loose coupling of five energy models

First, TIMES-MX-Regional and ReEDS 2.0 determine the national electric-220

ity demand for Mexico and the U.S. between 2015-2050. A harmonized assump-221

tion in this regard allows a better comparison of the results. Second, the power222

sector models GENeSYS-MOD, ReEDS 2.0, and urbs-MX use this demand to223

calculate the optimal energy-mix for each modeled country and scenario. We224

aggregate the results into eight different energy sources: coal, natural gas, oil,225

nuclear, hydro, wind, solar, and other renewables. After the optimization, the226

model-wise computed demand for natural gas in the power sector is used as227

input in NANGAM to assess the evolution of the natural gas infrastructure228

across both countries. Finally, We compare the results of each optimization229

in a multi-mod type framework across all three techno-economic models and230

scenarios.231

GENeSYS-MOD, ReEDS 2.0 and urbs-MX, perform a cost-linear optimiza-232

tion subject to capacity, dispatch, transmission, and trade constraints. Addi-233

tionally, each model impose exogenous conditions in the form of policies, prices,234

or resource availability. Each team develops its model independently. As a con-235

sequence, assumptions regarding the modeling structure and the technical and236

economic postulates on generation, storage, transmission, distribution, and tech-237

nological potentials are independent across models. However, despite marked238

differences in the scope, characteristics, and detail of each model, the multi-mod239

comparison approach allows us to understand and analyze a more extensive set240

of possible outcomes while reducing the risk of drawing model-dependent con-241
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clusions.242

3.2. Models description243

Table 1 summarises the main characteristics of the models. In it, it is possible244

to see the solution approach, the number of regions, the number of time slices,245

covered countries, and modeled sectors.246

Table 1: Main characteristics of energy models

Model
acronym Sectors Solution

approach Countries Regions Time
slices Institute

GENeSYS-
MOD

Power
Transport

Heat

Perfect
Foresight

U.S.
Mexico 9 16 TU

Berlin

NANGAM Natural
Gas

Perfect
Foresight

U.S.
Mexico
Canada

9 16 JHU

ReEDS 2.0 Power Sequential
Myopic

U.S.
Mexico
Canada

73 17 NREL

TIMES-MX
Regional

Power
Industry
Transport
Buildings

Perfect
Foresight Mexico 5 16 UCL

urbs-MX Power Perfect
Foresight Mexico 9 Full year

(8760 h)
TU

Munich

(1) GENeSYS-MOD (Global Energy System Model) is an extended and re-247

fined version of the techno-economic OSeMOSYS model (Open-Source Energy248

Modeling System). It includes new functionalities, such as an extended power249

system, the sector coupling of transportation and heating, an improved trade250

system, enhanced focus on environmental budgets, better time slices, and the251

addition of storage technologies. In broad terms, GENeSYS-MOD uses a system252

of linear equations as constraints and inputs to minimize the aggregated cost of253

the energy system, while securing the supply of energy in a specific region. The254

model works on a block-type framework divided into eleven principal blocks (Ob-255

jective function, Cost, Storage, capacity adequacy, energy balance, constraints,256

emissions, transport, heating, renewable targets, and trade). The capacity of257

GENeSYS-MOD to subdivide the energy system into sectors, technologies, and258

regions, its ability to account for sector coupling, and its high degree of techno-259

logical features differentiate it from traditional bottom-up power models. More260
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information on the model can be found in [26].261

(2) NANGAM is a long-term partial-equilibrium model of the U.S., Mexican,262

and Canadian gas markets. NANGAM considers a total of 17 nodes, of which263

nine correspond to U.S. census regions 1-9, one node to Alaska, two nodes to264

Canada (East and West), and five to Mexico (Northwest, Northeast, Interior-265

West, Interior, and South-Southeast). Of the nodes mentioned above, there266

are 13 nodes with natural gas production capacity (census regions 2-9 for the267

lower-48 states, one for Alaska, two for Canada, and two for Mexico). The 17268

production-demand nodes currently connect through 69 pipelines. NANGAM269

also considers storage operations in the U.S. and Canada. The model allows270

for endogenous infrastructure development and expansions while building on271

five-year time-steps up to 2050 with three seasons for each time-step. For more272

information on NANGAM refer to [27, 28].273

(3) ReEDS 2.0 was developed from the original ReEDS model in 2018 to in-274

corporate several improvements. The regional dimensionality remains the same275

in that there are a total of 205 balancing areas for Canada, Mexico, and USA276

with an additional 454 resource regions that provide a detailed representation of277

wind (both onshore and offshore) as well as CSP technologies. The model repre-278

sents seventeen-time slices corresponding to the morning/afternoon/evening/night279

periods for the four seasons as well as a super-peak period. The primary con-280

straints in the model, non-exhaustively, include a planning reserve margin, op-281

erating reserve provisions, and state and federal policies (e.g., state renewable282

portfolio standards, production, and investment tax credits).283

(4) TIMES-MX-Regional is a bottom-up, technology-rich, linear program-284

ming, dynamic partial equilibrium model with an inter-temporal objective func-285

tion, minimizing the discounted cost of the Mexican energy sector. Base-year286

energy-service demand is exogenous, and it is projected for the future using287

drivers such as GDP, population, households, and industrial output by sector.288

The model has five interconnected regions with trade in fossil fuels, petroleum289

products, biomass, and electricity. Each modeled region covers its energy sup-290

ply, conversion, and end-use sectors.291
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(5) urbs-MX is a nine-region model of the Mexican power system based on292

urbs, an open-source linear optimization framework for capacity expansion and293

unit commitment analyses [29]. The model minimizes the annual system costs,294

which comprise all investment costs by their annualized depreciation as well as295

the operational and environmental costs. As a result, the least-cost portfolio of296

generators, storage, and transmission that meet the electricity demand at every297

hour of the modeled year under capacity and environmental constraints, is cal-298

culated. It allows the integration of multiple inputs and output commodities,299

resulting in a detailed representation of the energy conversion processes. A high300

temporal resolution of 8760 hours per year is used to ensure the chronological301

tracking of storage and the detailed matching of intermittent supply and elec-302

tricity demand. Additional information on the model can be found in [30]. In303

this paper, urbs-MX is used to optimize the power sector of Mexico.304

3.3. Scenario design305

We evaluate and compare three different scenarios of natural gas prices:306

’Reference’, ’High Price’ and ’Low Price’. Since the models optimizing the307

power sectors define their own assumptions for absolute fuel prices, we model the308

scenarios as a shift in natural gas prices. Hence, the input to the optimization309

models is a percentage change in the reference natural gas price, which is derived310

from the High and Low Oil and Gas Resource and Technology scenarios of311

the AEO 2019 [6]. In this way, we harmonize the trend of natural gas prices312

across models. Table 2 presents The natural gas prices from AEO 2019 and the313

calculated percentage change with respect to the reference price. For example,314

if the 2017 price of natural gas for the ’Reference’case of ReEDS 2.0 were one315

dollar per unit of measure, its price in the ’High Price’ scenario for 2020 would316

be 1.202 and and in the ’High Price’ case 0.896. In a sence, we respect the317

initial level price of each model’s ’Reference’ case and only change its trend.318

Additional to the harmonization of the electricity demand and the shift in319

the natural gas price, the three models also agree on the national renewable320

energy penetration targets. In the case of Mexico, these are set to 30% by 2020,321
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Table 2: Absolute natural gas price and percentage change for ‘Reference’, ‘High Price’ and
‘Low Price’ scenarios

Reference High Price Low Price High Price Low Price

Year USD
MMBtu

USD
MMBtu

USD
MMBtu

Perc
change

Perc.
change

2017 3.08 3.08 3.08 - -
2020 3.08 3.69 2.76 19.8 -10.4
2025 3.53 4.66 2.90 26.3 5.1
2030 3.76 5.60 3.02 20.2 4.1
2035 4.02 6.19 3.14 10.5 4.0
2040 4.21 6.70 3.16 8.2 0.6
2045 4.45 7.14 3.24 6.6 2.5
2050 4.87 8.24 3.39 15.4 4.6

Note: The ’High Price’ and ’Low Price’ scenarios correspond to the Low Oil and Gas
Resource and Technology and High Oil and the Gas Resource and Technology cases from the
AEO 2019 [6], respectively.

35% by 2024 and 50% by 2050. In the case of the U.S., they follow individual322

state policies.323

4. Results and discussion324

We divide the results into three main subsections, according to the three325

steps displayed in Figure 4. The first subsection is dedicated to the electricity326

demand, the second to the impact of the shift in natural gas prices in the power327

sector, and the third to the resulting changes in the natural gas sector.328

4.1. Electricity demand329

To homologize the power demand in Mexico, we use Times MX-Regional.330

This model estimates the demand of the power sector endogenously as a compo-331

nent of the energy mix. The load has to meet the demand for energy services at332

each optimization period. The model has a regional representation of installed333

capacity with 53 different transmission regions. It considers scheduled retire-334

ments and techno-economic data of each power facility. Electricity demand is335

disaggregated across six periods, based on three seasons and three diurnal times-336

lices. This temporal disaggregation allows us to represent load changes on each337

of the sectors’ demand profile. While this temporal resolution is relatively low,338
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the integrated system approach of the model provides insights not available to339

conventional dispatch models. The electricity demand projection resulting from340

the model reflects a gradual electrification of the energy system towards 2050,341

in particular for transport and industry342

To homologize the demand for the United States. We use the demand used343

by ReEDS 2.0. The end use electricity load projection used in ReEDS is ex-344

ogenously defined. For the USA, load is based on scenarios from AEO2018 and345

calibrated in 2010 to load data from Ventyx. Hourly load profiles from Ventyx346

transmission zones are summarized and averaged to the 17 time-slice load pro-347

files for the model BAs. For Mexico, data is from SENER and aggregated to348

the 17 timeslice definitions in a similar fashion as the US.349

The harmonized inelastic demand for the optimization period 2015-2050 is350

presented in Table 3.351

Table 3: Electricity demand in TWh

Year Mexico U.S.

2015 288.04 3946.46
2020 320.65 4040.48
2025 352.25 4161.43
2030 388.57 4300.84
2035 432.52 4447.23
2040 483.30 4636.32
2045 543.37 4843.49
2050 602.02 5092.07

4.2. The power sector352

This subsection analyses the effect of the high and ’Low Price’ scenarios353

in the power mix of Mexico and the United States. Increasing the price of354

natural gas under demand constraints can have three different effects: Rising355

power generation with alternative fossil fuel technologies, boosting the share of356

renewables in the power mix, or, if the price change is not big enough, having no357

influence on the electric system. The effect depends on several factors like each358

technology’s costs, efficiency, dispatchability, regionalization of demand, supply359

centers, intermittency, and policy commitments. Furthermore, because these360
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factors change with time, i.e., a decline in the capital costs of renewables, the361

effect has an intertemporal component that depends on the assumptions and362

exogenous data sources of each model. Analyzing three different models allows363

us to reduce the possibility of model-dependent results.364

4.2.1. Optimal energy mix in Mexico365

Figure 5 shows the Mexican power mix across all three models and scenarios366

for the years 2020, 2030, 2040, and 2050. Each row represents a model and each367

column a year. The individual graphs plot the production of electric power in368

TWh as a function of each scenario.369

Figure 5: Value of electricity production per technology across models and scenarios in
Mexico

Independent of the model and scenario under analysis, at the end of the op-370

timization period, natural gas, solar, and wind generation represent the largest371

share of power production in the Mexican power mix. Notably, in the ’High372

Price’ scenario, the production of electricity with natural gas decreases. Its373

reduction is substituted with a combination of solar and wind facilities. The374
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timing of the reduction differs across models, for GENeSYS-MOD, production375

decreases in 2040, for ReEDS 2.0 in 2030, and for urbs-mx in 2050. The replace-376

ment year of natural gas by renewables depends on the cross elasticity of sub-377

stitution among all generation technologies. This cross elasticity of substitution378

is conditional on each model’s exogenous assumptions on costs, dispatchability,379

and efficiency. Concerning the share of production with natural gas facilities,380

by the end of the modeling period, GENeSYS-MOD, ReEEDS 2.0, and urbs-381

MX reach respective shares of natural gas power production of 12.4%, 26.0%,382

and 40.5%. Such shares imply decrements with respect to the ’Reference’ case383

of 15.2, 19.96, and 7.07 percentage points: Overall, we observe that increasing384

the price of natural gas expands the long-run production of electric power with385

green technologies. For the ’Low Price’ scenario, across all models, the percent-386

age change in the generation of electricity with natural gas does not fluctuate387

by more than 2.5%. Additionally, we see a marked difference in the production388

of electric power between GENeSYS-MOD and the other two models. This dif-389

ference is due to the sector coupling paradigm behind GENeSYS-MOD. In this390

model, the transportation and heating sectors couple with electric power, and391

increase its demand through electric vehicles and power to gas technologies.392

Figure 6 shows the temporal evolution of power production for natural gas,393

coal, and renewables. Each column in the plot ensemble refers to a particular394

model and each row to a technology. Individual graphs show the percentage395

share of production as a function of time for the three different specifications.396

For all models, the power production of natural gas facilities decreases under397

the ’High Price’ and increases under the ’Low Price’ scenarios. This outcome fol-398

lows pure economic intuition: demand negatively correlates with prices. In the399

’High Price’ scenario, for GENeSYS-MOD, the trend in the share of production400

with natural gas facilities remains pretty similar to the trend of the ’Reference’401

case and only shifts in levels. By the end of the modeling period, the share of402

natural gas production is 8.38 percentage points lower than in the ’Reference’403

scenario, this is, 60.44% less than at the start of the modeling period. The trend404

in ReEDS 2.0 changes in the first periods of the optimization routine, overall405
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Figure 6: Value of electricity production per technology across models and scenarios in
Mexico

its share of natural gas production is 15.38 percentage points less than in the406

’Reference’ scenario and 48.75% lower than in 2015. Finally, urbs-mx, reveals407

common trends across scenarios. By 2050, the share of natural gas production408

decreases by 27.2%, 5.73 percentage points less than in the ’Reference’ design.409

For the ’Low Price’ scenario, all models show small variations concerning the410

’Reference’ case. These results imply that the demand for natural gas in the411

power sector is more sensibility to price increments than to price decrements.412

Indicating that further lowering the price of natural gas would have little effect413

on its overall demand in the Mexican power sector.414

Power production with coal increases in the short-term for all models un-415

der the ’High Price’ scenario. After its initial short term increase, it tends416

to align with the ’Reference’ case towards the end of the optimization period.417

Additionally, in the ’Low Price’ case, ReEDS 2.0 exhibits a negative shock to418

coal-production. For GENeSYS-MOD and urbs-MX, the effect of lower natural419

gas prices is marginal.420
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Concerning the penetration of renewables, all models show a significant share421

of green energy throughout the optimization period. In the ’High Price’ sce-422

nario, renewables sources reach as much as 84% of electricity production for423

GENeSYS-MOD, 65% for ReEDS 2.0, and 50% for urbs-mx. The difference in424

renewable investments between the ’Low Price’ and ’Reference’ cases is almost425

indistinguishable. For GENeSYS, renewable investments deviate between the426

’High Price’ scenario and the other two cases from 2030 onwards, the same427

for ReEDS 2.0, while for urbs-mx, the deviation happens a bit further in the428

optimization period.429

4.2.2. Electricity generation mix in the U.S.430

The optimal energy mix of the U.S. has similar and interesting implications.3431

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the American power mix across the optimization432

period. Rows indicate the model, columns the year, and each sub-figure plots433

the power mix as a function of the scenario.434

Figure 7: Value of electricity production per technology across models and scenarios in the
U.S.

Note: Currently, we only have results for REeEDS 2.0. However, we expect to have results
from GENeSYS-MOD in the final version.

The American mix seems to be more sensitive to swings in the price of435

3Currently, we only have results for REeEDS 2.0. However, we expect to have results from
GENeSYS-MOD in the final version.
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natural gas than its Mexican counterpart. This behavior is likely due to the436

absence of national-climate policies. At the end of the modeling period, in437

the ’Reference’ scenario, the production of power with natural gas represents438

27.1%. The rest of the production comes from solar (33.0%), coal (16.9%), and439

wind (9.0%) technologies. The shares in the ’High Price’ scenario for natural440

gas, solar, wind, and coal are respectively 7.6%, 31.2%, 28.5%, and 16.9%. In441

this scenario, the generation by natural gas power plants drops by 19.5% and442

is fully compensated by wind energy. Finally, in the ’Low Price’ scenario, the443

power generation of natural gas grows by 24.9%. The growth in natural gas444

production reduces wind, solar, and coal production by 6.7%, 14.2%, and 4.5%,445

respectively, showing a higher downward sensitivity of coal power to negative446

shifts in natural gas prices.447

Analogous to the analysis of Mexico, Figure 8 shows the temporal evolution448

of energy production for coal, natural gas, and renewables across all scenarios.449

Figure 8: Value of electricity production per technology across models and scenarios in USA

First, higher natural gas prices decrease the demand for natural gas in the450

power system. The difference between all three scenarios is quite substantial.451

For the ’High Price’ scenario, by the end of the modeling period, demand for452

natural gas is 25.8 percentage points lower than in the ’Reference’ case. For453

the ’Low Price’ case is 19.54 higher. Concerning coal, a higher price of natural454

gas increases its share in the first years of the optimization routine. After these455

initial years, power production with coal converges to the ’Reference’ case. A456

lower price, on the other hand, decreases its share of power production across457
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the optimization period. For renewables, the higher penetration of renewables458

appears in the ’High Price’ scenario. As expected, when the price is low, natural459

gas pushes renewables out of the mix. At the end of the modeling period,460

renewables production in the ’High Price’, low, and ’Reference’ scenarios is461

respectively 58.85%, 21.17%, and 42.08%.462

4.2.3. CO2-emissions in Mexico463

Concerning anthropogenic emissions, overall results show a short-term posi-464

tive and long-term negative relationship between natural gas prices and anthro-465

pogenic emissions of carbon dioxide. Figure 9 shows the ratio of emissions with466

respect to 2015 as a function of time. Values below one mean that the system467

emits less carbon dioxide (equivalent), while values above one indicate a more468

polluted power system.469

Figure 9: Power system emmissions throughout the optimization period.

Note: Currently, for the U.S., we only have results for REeEDS 2.0. However, we expect to
have results from GENeSYS-MOD in the final version.

In the short-term, all models show that when the price of natural gas is470

high, the power system substitutes natural gas electricity production by coal.471

The negative elasticity of substitution between natural gas and coal explains the472

short-term peak in the level of emissions across all scenarios in both Mexico and473

the United States. However, in the long-term, the coal-natural gas relationship474

changes due to a more extensive penetration of intermittent renewables in the475

power system. Renewables begin substituting both natural gas and coal at476

different stages within the optimization period of each model. Each extra share477
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of power production with renewables decreases the the emissions of the sector.478

Specifically, GENeSYS-MOD exhibit between 2020 and 2030, higher emissions479

in the ’High Price’ scenario compared to the ’Low Price’ case. After 2030, this480

trend changes, and emissions show a continuous decrease until they become 63%481

lower than those in the base year. We can observe a similar trend in ReEDS 2.0482

up to 2025. After this year, the emissions in the ’High Price’ case sink by 60%483

(then increase linearly until reaching 50% in 2050). In 2020, across all three484

scenarios, urbs-MX exhibits an emission reduction of 26% with respect to the485

reference year. From 2020 to 2035, the emissions in the ’High Price’ scenario486

surpass the other cases because of the substitution of natural gas production487

with coal. Emissions in this scenario continue to grow at a slower pace becoming488

significantly lower than the ’Low Price’ and ’Reference’ scenarios by the end of489

the optimization routine.490

For the three models, the evolution of emissions in the ’Reference’ and ’Low491

Price’ scenarios in Mexico are remarkably similar. A minimum is reached492

for both cases within the first decade of the optimization period. However,493

GENeSYS-MOD and urbs-MX show higher emissions for the ’Low Price’ case494

compared to the ’Reference’ (this difference is almost insignificant for urbs-MX).495

On the contrary, ReEDS 2.0 calculates a higher ratio for the CO2-emissions in496

the ’Reference’ scenario. The reason behind the difference in results is that in497

the ’Low Price’ scenario, ReEDS 2.0 substitutes coal with natural gas in the498

first years of the optimization period; besides, Mexico imports slightly less elec-499

tricity from the US and thus increases total generation. If the price drops, the500

production of natural gas grows, and the generation of coal drops. However, in501

ReEDS 2.0, the decline in coal dominates the increase in natural gas, and as a502

consequence, the system shows lower emissions in the ’Low Price’ scenario. For503

GeNESYS-MOD and urbs-MX the relation goes in the other direction.504

Another worth noting difference across the models is the range of emission505

reductions. While GENeSYS-MOD and ReEDS 2.0 show decrements in the506

’Reference’ case of 22.11% and 17.96%, urbs exhibit an increment of 10.21%.507

In the latter model, the electricity generation with natural gas still accounts for508
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almost 48% in the ’Low Price’ and ’Reference’ scenarios. This is a consequence509

of a weak elasticity of substitution between natural gas and renewable energy510

technologies and the absence of carbon capture and storage.511

Overall, increasing the price of natural gas rises short term anthropogenic512

emissions because of the substitution of natural gas with coal and decreases513

long term emission trends due to the introduction of renewables. When natural514

gas prices decrease, models exhibit mixed results. GeNESYS-MOD and urbs-515

mx report higher emissions in the ’Low Price’ scenario because the scale effect516

– more production with natural gas — is higher than the substitution effect517

— More production with renewables. For ReEDS 2.0, the substitution effect518

dominates, and as a consequence, emissions are lower in the ’Low Price’ scenario519

4.2.4. CO2-emissions in the U.S.520

Concerning the CO2-emissions of the power sector in the United States.521

Figure 10 plots the analogous emissions graph for United States. In it, we522

portray the ratio of 2015 emissions as a function of time.523

Figure 10: Power system emmissions throughout the optimization period.

Note: Currently, for the U.S., we only have results for REeEDS 2.0. However, we expect to
have results from GENeSYS-MOD in the final version.

In the ’High Price’ scenario, emissions increase until they peak in 2030.524

After 2030, the slope decreases until reaching a reduction of 50% concerning525

the base year. The reason behind the short term increase in emissions is the526
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substitution of natural gas by coal. For most of the optimization period, the527

’Reference’ scenario shows higher emissions than the ’Low Price’ scenario, with528

only a substantial change in 2050 due to a significant drop in the emissions of the529

’Reference’ case. The emission dominance behavior of the ’Reference’ scenario530

shows that for the ’Low Price’ scenario, the substitution effect is more significant531

than the scale effect: the increase in natural consumption because of lower532

prices is offset by the decommissioning of coal generation and the introduction533

of renewable sources. The relation holds until 2040 when the system installs a534

large share of photovoltaic parks to comply with state-wide renewable mandates.535

4.2.5. Capital and operational costs in Mexico536

Figure 11 shows the effect of each scenario on investment, operating, and537

total costs. Each row represents a model, each column a cost type, and each538

graph exhibits the percentage change of cumulative system costs with respect539

to the ’Reference’ case for the low and ’High Price’ scenarios.540

Figure 11: Cumulative investment, operating and total costs with respect to base year in
Mexico
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Investments in renewable energy technologies should increase capital costs541

and reduce operating costs due to the high capital requirements of renewable542

facilities and their almost marginal operating costs. In the ’High Price’ scenario,543

all models exhibit long term higher investment costs than for the ’Reference’544

case. However, for GeNESYS-MOD and urbs-mx, the first periods of the opti-545

mization routine also show a decrease in capital investments. These reductions546

in capital costs come because GENeSYS-MOD and urbs-mx stop the construc-547

tion of new natural gas facilities when its price is too high. For both models,548

cumulative investment costs are higher after 2030 because of the introduction of549

renewables, particularly solar and wind facilities. By 2050, cumulative costs in550

GENeSYS-MOD, urbs mx, and ReEDS 2.0 are respectively 8.84%, 11.24%, and551

27.00% higher than in the ’Reference’ case. These results point towards long552

to medium term increments of investment costs because of the introduction of553

capital intensive renewables when the price of natural gas is high.554

For the ’Low Price’ scenario, we see mixed results. Because of the introduc-555

tion of new natural gas facilities, GENeSYS-MOD presents higher investment556

costs until 2025. After 2025, investment costs remain lower than in the ’Refer-557

ence’ case due to the substitution of capital intensive renewable facilities with558

natural gas power plants. By the end of the optimization period, capital invest-559

ments in the ’Low Price’ scenario are .02% lower than in the ’Reference’ case.560

REeEDS 2.0 show lower investment costs throughout the optimization routine.561

Its lower investment costs also come from fewer renewable facilities. By 2050,562

the capital investment of ReEDS in the ’Low Price’ scenario is 2.29% lower than563

in the ’Reference’ case — finally, urbs-mx exhibit higher investment costs across564

the optimization routine. Higher costs come from more investments in natural565

gas facilities. For urbs-mx, the difference between the ’Low Price’ and ’Refer-566

ence’ cases is only 1.18% at the end of the optimization period. These results567

show minimal effects of low prices on the capital costs of the energy system.568

Concerning operating costs, the three models show a marked increase in the569

’High Price’ scenario because of higher input prices for natural gas and the use570

of more expensive fossil fuels in the initial years of the optimization period. The571
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cumulative share increases by 7.29% in GENeSYS-MOD, 4.80% in ReEDS 2.0,572

and 15.5% in urbs-MX by 2050. Regarding the ’Low Price’ scenario, the effect573

of lower natural gas prices on the cumulative operating costs of GENeSYS-574

MOD is significantly lower (-0.38%) than for urbs-MX (-10.37%) and ReEDS575

2.0 (-18.29%). This difference is due to the higher shares of renewable energy576

in GENeSYS-MOD. Overall, all models conclude that increasing the price of577

natural gas would increase operating costs for the power sector while decreasing578

it would reduce them.579

Finally, we aggregate the operational costs, capital investments, and ad-580

ditional model-dependent costs to compute the total cumulative percentage581

change in system costs between the ’Reference’ case and the ’Low Price’ and582

’High Price’ scenarios. Cumulative costs at the end of the optimization period in583

GENeSYS-MOD are 6.83% higher in the ’High Price’ scenario than in the ’Ref-584

erence’ case. For ReEDS 2.0 the same figure oscillates close to 33.38%, and for585

urbs-MX it reaches 15.03%. The constant increment in operating costs mostly586

drives the higher value for urbs-MX, and the high rise in capital investments587

does it for ReEDS 2.0. With respect to the ’Low Price’ scenario, cumulative588

costs for GENeSYS-MOD, ReEDS 2.0, and urbs-MX are -0.80%, -39.02%, and589

-8.98%, respectively. As can be noticed, the costs of ReEDS 2.0 are more sen-590

sitive to variations in the price of natural gas than the costs in the other two591

models.592

4.2.6. Capital and operational costs in the U.S.593

Figure 11 shows the effect of each scenario on investment, operating, and594

total costs for United States. Each column represents a cost type, and each595

graph exhibits the percentage change of cumulative system costs with respect596

to the ’Reference’ case for the low and ’High Price’ scenarios.597

For the United States, the optimization exercise in the ’High Price’ scenario598

exhibits a clear increment of 33.38% in accumulated investment costs because599

of higher shares of renewable power plants in the power system. Concerning the600

’Low Price’ scenario, the relation goes in the other direction with a decrease of601
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Figure 12: Cumulative investment, operating and total costs with respect to base year in the
U.S.

Note: Currently, we only have results for REeEDS 2.0. However, we expect to have results
from GENeSYS-MOD in the final version.

39.02% by the end of the optimization period. The ’Low Price’ scenario also602

exhibits a small increase in 2025 because of the installation of new natural gas603

facilities.604

Regarding the operating costs, the ’High Price’ scenario shows an increment605

at the start of the optimization period only to drop after 2025. The operating606

costs increase in the short term because of the use of either more costly natural607

gas, or more expensive substitute fossil fuels. After this short term increase,608

renewables enter the power sector and reduce the operating costs of power gen-609

eration. In the ’Low Price’ scenario, operating costs drop because of lower input610

prices, it is possible to see a small increase after 2040 because of the introduc-611

tion of new natural gas power plants. However, costs remain lower than in the612

’Reference’ case for all the periods of the optimization routine. Finally, total613

costs show the same trend in the United States than they did in Mexico; they614

rise in the ’High Price’ scenario and drop when natural gas prices are low.615

4.3. The natural gas sector616

4.3.1. Natural gas demand in Mexico617

Figure 13 shows the percentage change in Mexican natural gas demand in618

the power sector between the base year and all subsequent periods for all three619

models and scenarios.620
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Figure 13: Demand for natural gas across all scenarios and models in Mexico

As expected, there is an inverse relationship between the prices of natural621

gas and its demand. In the ’Reference’ scenario, all three models exhibit an622

aggregate increase in the consumption of natural gas. The rates vary depending623

on the model-wise share of natural gas facilities in the power mix. By the end of624

the modeling period, the percentage of natural gas consumption for GeNESYS-625

MOD, ReEDS 2.0, and urbs-mx are respectively, 3.69%, 28.60%, and 79.93%626

higher than in the base year.627

For the ’High Price’ scenario, GENeSYS-MOD and ReEDS 2.0 exhibit an628

aggregated percentage decrease in the consumption of natural gas throughout629

the optimization period. urbs-mx, on the other hand, still shows an increasing630

trend, although at lower levels than in the ’Reference’ case. By 2050, the shares631

of natural gas consumption in the ’High Price’ scenario for GeNESYS-MOD,632

ReEDS 2.0, and urbs-mx are -51.13%, -29.02%, and 52.87%. This is, 54.82,633

57.62, and 26.47 percentage points lower than in the ’Reference’ case.634

For the ’Low Price’ scenario, all three models show a higher demand for635

natural gas than in the ’Reference’ case. The respective percentage change636

with respect to 2015 for GeNESYS-MOD, ReEDS 2.0, and urbs-mx in the ’Low637

Price’ scenario are 9.22%, 35.13%, and 80.43%. This is, 54.82, 57.62, and 26.47638

percentage points lower than in the ’Reference’ case.639
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4.3.2. Natural gas demand in the U.S.640

Figure 14 shows the percentage change of natural gas demand for the power641

sector with respect to the base year 2015 in the United States.642

Figure 14: Demand for natural gas across all scenarios and models in the USA

Note: Currently, we only have results for ReEDS 2.0. However, we expect to have results
from GENeSYS-MOD in the final version.

The American demand for natural gas is quite price-sensitive. In the ’Low643

Price’ scenario, the need for natural gas between the base year and the end of644

the optimization period increases by 106.7%, while in the ’Reference’ case moves645

by only 6.2%. On the other side, the ’High Price’ case also exhibits a substantial646

shock, although in the opposite direction, by the end of the optimization period,647

the demand for natural gas is 70.1% lower than in the ’Reference’ scenario.648

The higher sensitivity of the American energy system may be due to easier649

substitutability of production across technologies, or to the fact that because of650

current political uncertainty there are no national renewable targets or climate651

goals on the power system.652

4.3.3. Natural gas infrastructure653

Natural gas flows and production adjust in all three scenarios as a result of654

the change in demand from the electricity sector. Figure 15 shows the percentage655

change in the American production of natural gas with respect to the base year656

(2015).657
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Figure 15: Production of natural gas across all scenarios and models in the USA

Production of natural gas increases concerning the ’Reference’ case for all658

three models in the ’Low Price’ scenario and decreases in the ’High Price’ sce-659

nario both for the U.S. and for Mexico.660

Figure 16 highlights the difference in the production of natural gas across661

the United States and Mexico for all three models. ReEDS exhibits the most662

significant change in the production of natural gas. Specifically, its American663

production grows by 116% in the ’Low Price’ scenario and just by 18% in the664

’Reference’ case. On the other hand, the production of GENeSYS and urbs-MX665

grows by 59%, very close to the increase in the baseline scenario. Similarly666

to the U.S., Mexican production in ReEDS grows by 100% in the ’Low Price’667

scenario and only by 49% in the ’High Price’ case. GENeSYS and urbs-MX668

production are again similar to baseline production.669

By comparing Figure 15 with Figure 14, we can observe that the production670

of the U.S. increases disproportionately more in the ’Low Price’ scenario than671

the increase of its demand for all three models. As described in Section 2,672

Mexico is highly dependent on imports from the U.S. to cover its demand, and673

this dependency is also prevalent in this scenario.674

Figure 17 shows how American exports to Mexico change between all models675

and scenarios. Although the shock on consumption and the subsequent adjust-676

ment of production varies between models, in the’Low Price’ scenario, all three677

models’ exports seem to be close to baseline exports until 2040, suggesting that678

the Mexican sector can expand fast enough to cover the change in demand at the679
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Figure 16: Production of natural gas between models for each scenario

mid-term. However, the U.S. does pick up a part of the market after 2040, sug-680

gesting the depletion of cheap Mexican resources. In the ’High Price’scenario,681

exports to Mexico either remain close to the baseline, for GENeSYS and urbs-682

MX, or decrease in the mid-term, for ReEDS 2.0. For all three models, trade683

between the US and Mexico rebounds to a level close to the baseline by 2050.684

Figure 17: US exports to Mexico of all models for each individual scenario

Finally, figure 18 shows the change in prices of natural gas concerning the685

base year 2015. Each column represents a scenario, each row a country, and686
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each individual plot plots the difference in prices as a function of time.687

Figure 18: Prices of US and Meixco.

Prices adjust less than demand, with prices increasing more in the U.S.688

compared to Mexico in the ’Low Price’ scenario. The constant exports from689

the U.S. to Mexico in the ’Low Price’ scenario suggest that Mexican producers690

become more competitive in the mid-term compared to the baseline. Therefore,691

the Mexican marginal cost of production, on aggregate, increases less, which in692

turn leads to smaller price adjustments for consumers.693

5. Conclusions694

Natural gas already plays a crucial role in the energy system of Mexico and695

the United States. The high availability of cheap fuel, mainly driven by the696

shale revolution of the U.S., has resulted in a marked dependence of natural gas697

in the electricity sector of both countries. This trend, its likely to continue for698

the foreseeable future, with 2050 estimates of natural gas production ranging699

between 40% and 75% of total power output [25, 3, 4]. Because of the current700
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and future reliance of the American and Mexican power systems on natural701

gas, it is crucial to analyze the impact of different natural gas prices in the702

structure of power generation across both nations. However, due to the large703

number of interdependencies between electricity generating technologies, the704

influence of different natural gas prices is difficult to predict without modeling705

assessments of the whole power system. For instance, the elasticity of substi-706

tution between natural gas and other energy sources depends on operational707

and variable costs, dispatchability, availability, distance to demand centers, and708

technological trends.709

This article presents an integrated model approach to analyze the effect710

of natural gas prices in the power and natural gas sectors of Mexico and the711

United States. For this, we oft link five energy models: three of the power sector712

(GENeSYS-MOD, ReEDS 2.0, and urbs-MX), one model of the North American713

natural gas market (NANGAM) and one model of the Mexican energy sector714

(TIMES-MX-Regional). Three scenarios of natural gas prices were evaluated715

and compared: ’Reference’, ’High Price’, and ’Low Price’ The scenarios were716

modeled as a shift in natural gas prices derived from the High and Low Oil717

and Gas Resource and Technology scenarios of the Annual Energy Outlook718

2019 [6]. In this way, the trend of natural gas prices was harmonized for each719

optimization model. We analyzed the effect of each scenario on the structure of720

the power mix, CO2-emissions, costs, and natural gas production, exports, and721

infrastructure.722

Our model results show exciting insights on the interdependencies between723

natural gas prices and the power system. Concerning the structure of the power724

mix, Mexico shows an explicit dependency on natural gas, wind, and solar tech-725

nologies while the U.S. also relies on coal and nuclear production facilities. For726

both countries, the ’High Price’ scenario increases the short-term use of coal727

for the generation of electricity. However, by the end of the modeling period,728

across scenarios, models, and countries, the production of coal facilities mimics729

the output of the ‘Reference’ case. Renewables, on the other hand, exhibit730

a clear mid- to long-term increment in all gas price scenarios. With respect731
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to the ’Low Price’ scenario, GENeSYS-MOD and urbs-MX show no changes in732

the Mexican production of electricity with coal facilities. For both models, coal733

production remains almost the same between the ’Low Price’ and ’Reference’734

cases. However, ReEDS 2.0 does report a reduction in the production of electric-735

ity with coal. The difference across models in the ’Low Price’ scenario accrues736

to higher elasticity of substitution between natural gas and coal in ReEDS 2.0.737

Regarding renewable energy technologies, all models exhibit a small reduction738

in the penetration of renewables in the energy mix for the ’Low Price’ scenario739

in Mexico. For the U.S., the ’Low Price’ scenario shows a consistent, significant,740

and negative effect on coal, solar, and wind power technologies.741

These changes in the power system signal the effects of the natural gas742

price shift on both anthropogenic emissions and system costs. For all scenarios,743

models, and nations, the ’High Price’ scenario exhibits a short-term increase744

in CO2-emissions followed by a mid to long-term reduction with respect to the745

’Reference’ case. Furthermore, in this scenario, accumulated emissions show746

lower levels for all models at the end of the optimization period (2050). This747

outcome suggests that even though there is a short-term increase in the use of748

coal, all models agree that higher efficiencies of renewable energy technologies749

will trump the short spike in coal production and reduce emissions towards 2050.750

The ’Low Price’ scenario, on the contrary, exhibits mixed results. GENeSYS-751

MOD and urbs-MX show higher emissions in the ’Low Price’ scenario because of752

the higher production of natural gas and almost no changes for coal. ReEDS 2.0,753

however, presents higher emissions in the ’Reference’ case. These heterogeneous754

outcomes come because of a greater change in the production of coal facilities755

in ReEDS 2.0, pointing towards an ambiguous effect of low gas prices on the756

anthropogenic emissions of CO2. Similarly, cumulative emissions in the U.S.757

are higher in the ’Reference’ case. This unexpected outcome is a consequence758

of two different effects: substitution and scale. When natural gas prices are759

high, the production from natural gas power plants is reduced (scale effect).760

However, this production is substituted by a higher generation in coal facilities761

(substitution effect). Even though the output of renewable energy technologies762
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also increases, their increase is not high enough to overcome the impact of763

higher coal generation. Conversely, when natural gas prices are low, the power764

system uses more natural gas (scale effect) and reduces its usage of both coal765

and renewable technologies (substitution effect). Yet, the higher use of natural766

gas emits more emissions than the reduction in coal production, and thus the767

’Low Price’ scenario pollutes more than the ’Reference’ case.768

Concerning the costs of the power sector, system costs are higher in the ’High769

Price’ scenario compared to the ’Low Price’ and ’Reference’ cases because of770

substantial capital investments in renewable technologies and a more expensive771

generation from fossil fuels.772

The natural gas sector shows reductions in natural gas production in the773

’High Price’ scenario across all models and for both nations. Regarding the774

’Low Price’ scenario, the relation goes in the other direction. We can find model775

variation in the sensitivity to different natural gas prices. Overall, ReEDS 2.0776

shows a higher sensitivity in the production of natural gas due to exogenous777

changes in the price of natural gas. An additional exciting result is the ability778

of the Mexican natural gas sector to cope with demand pressures until 2040779

when its cost-efficient resources are depleted. Furthermore, in the ’High Price’780

scenario, exports show no inter-scenario variation.781
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